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Abstract: There is at least one mixed strategy Nash equilibrium in continuous game, but the existing literature does not
provide a universal method of solving infinite strategy mixed strategy NASH equilibrium; this is also the issues to be addressed in the paper. This paper creates a infinitely strategy mixed strategy Nash equilibrium's an approximation algorithm, using rough set theory and the advantages of particle swarm optimization. And proposes the concept of fuzzy game
theory, gives a method converted fuzzy game to a classic game theory base on rough set and Vague set theory; The paper
provides a theoretical basis for widespread problem in the applications field of game theory when strategy sets and the
benefit function problem are fuzzy. The results of the algorithm example show, this paper created algorithm is feasible
and effective. It can solve an infinite strategy mixed strategy Nash equilibrium, and equilibrium problem of fuzzy game
model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Classic Game theory explains only the meaning of the
Nash equilibrium, but doesn't give a general calculation
method for the Nash equilibrium [1-3]. As a key of game
theory application, many scholars have studied calculation of
the Nash equilibrium and computational complexity [4, 5].
These studies results, most of them are unlimited pure strategy Nash equilibrium and limited mixed strategy Nash equilibrium, and the less of them are unlimited mixed strategy
Nash equilibrium. Literature [6] gives the existence theorem
and an iterative algorithm on unlimited mixed strategy Nash
equilibrium, but also only applies to certainty game model,
to fuzzy game theory [7], it has a certain limitations. Literature [7] describes three ways change each target's pay matrix
into clear payoff matrix, and then by selecting the appropriate goal weight change multiple targets countermeasures
into a single target countermeasures, or based on Vague linear programming method to solve, but only to study the
mixed strategy Nash equilibrium of two-person zero matrix
countermeasures. In view of this, the paper systematic study
n-person unlimited mixed strategy Nash equilibrium based
on rough set theory and methods and particle swarm algorithm, gives the basic idea of the algorithm, finally through
examples illustrate the effectiveness of this method.
2. FOR SOLVING UNLIMITED MIXED STRATEGY
GAME NASH EQUILIBRIUM
Literature [6] points out, when the benefit function is only
a limited first-class discontinuity, n person no cooperative
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game mixed strategy Nash equilibrium exists; and gives a
approximate solution for unlimited mixed strategy Nash
equilibrium. This method has certain requirements to the
objective function, and thus lacks the breadth of applications.
Given the PSO have some advantages and characteristics,
such as no continuity requirements to objective function,
with fewer parameters than other intelligent optimization,
easy coding to achieve, fast convergence, and easy grafting
with other intelligent algorithms. In this paper, we give an
algorithm with particle swarm algorithm to solve unlimited
mixed strategy game Nash equilibrium.
2.1. The Main idea of the Algorithm
First, the policy sets of the player i is divided into m intervals, if there is discontinuity, the discontinuity points as
the cut-off point when divided. The Nash equilibrium solution on the j-th interval is the solution of optimization problems (1):
  
(1)
Then using PSO algorithm to solve optimization problems (1) on each sub-interval, the solutions are the subsection on pure strategy Nash equilibrium.
Among the particle swarm algorithm, a particle representative the hybrid situation in each game, they search for the
optimal position within the space of mixed strategy combinations. The Nash equilibrium is, game strategies are participant's optimal reactions to other policies, thus the particle
that represents the Nash equilibrium has the best fitness. In
the iterative algorithm, the particles will learn to the individual optimal solution and perform better companion study of
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A mixed strategy Nash equilibrium of player i.

……

……

the population based on observation of their game results.
Through the study, each player will adjust their strategies,
and move in a mixed strategy portfolio space and ultimately
tend to the equilibrium point of the game. Finally, using approximate the optimal solution instead of the value of other
points on the range, you get an approximation solution of the
game mixed strategy Nash equilibrium.

adjust inertia weight  .
6) By the formula
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k
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2.2. Seeking Game Equilibrium Algorithm Step

k+1
k
k+1
= xhd
+ vhd
xhd

Algorithms 1:
1) For a given j, determining the value of the parameter.
Determine the size of the population, the number of particles H = 20, learning factor c1 = c2 = 1.6; memory update
particle number 8, inertia weight is linear between 0.9 to 0.4;
iteration termination condition is the maximum number of
iterations 50 times; and make evolution algebra k=0.
2) Initialize the position and velocity of all particles (randomly selected).
3) Calculate the fitness value of particles.
Calculate particle and population experienced the best location and update memory. The particles’ adapted to the
value may be calculated by the objective function. pbesthk
Represents the h-th particle evolution k generation experienced the best position; gbest k represents the entire population evolutionary k generation experienced the best position.
If k=0, then pbesth0 = X h0 , otherwise pbesthk are calculated
by the formula (2). gbest k are calculated by the formula (3),
and store gbest k into memories. Check whether the iteration
termination condition is satisfied, if yes, mark adapted value
and the location at this time (
), go to step (7); If
no, go to step (4), among them X *j = ( X 1 , X 2 ,..., X n )°

(2)



Select J particles from memory library replace those rows
after J bits in the entire swarm.
  min
iter dynamically
5) By the formula  =  max  max
itermax

(3)

4) With particles of memories library replace those poor
fitness in PSO.

(4)

update velocity and position of the particle, and then go
to step (3);
7) When j take 1,2,3, , m in turn, repeat steps (1-6), get
Table 1, that is a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium of
player i.
Algorithm also can be a viable technology to the initial
particles and control the algorithm’s iterative steps to ensure
that the particles in the iterative process of the algorithm
remains in the game mixed strategy
2.3. Application Examples
Each particle was represented by mixed strategies of all
the players in algorithm, namely: X = (x1, x2,…,xn), according to definition and nature of Nash equilibrium, the fitness
function are as follows:
f(x) =

.

Obviously, by the nature of the Nash equilibrium, if and
only if when the mixed situation is Nash equilibrium, the
fitness function obtains the minimum value 0. So the combination of mixed strategies space only fitness of Nash equilibrium point is a minimum.
Offers the player i = 1,2, policy sets are Si = [0,1], i = 1,2.
We insert two points in policy sets, and then policy sets will
be divided into three sub-intervals, benefit function on each
interval as shown in Table 2:
Obviously, this strategy is unlimited, and the benefit
function has limit number of discontinuities, the mixed
strategies Nash equilibrium exists. We use an algorithm 1 to
solve, get the game mixed strategies Nash equilibrium
((1,0,0), (1,0,0)), the results shown in Table 3:
  FUZZY GAME THEORY OF UNLIMITED
STRATEGY NASH EQUILIBRIUM SOLVER
3.1. The Concept of Fuzzy Game Theory
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Player's benefit function.
Player 2

Player 1

Table 3.

[0,0.3]

[0.3,0.7]

[0.7,1.0]

[0,0.3]

(3, 3)

(1, 0)

(6, 1)

[0.3,0.7]

(0, 1)

(0, 0)

(4, 2)

[0.7,1.0]

(1, 6)

(2, 4)

(5, 5)

Unlimited strategy game run results with PSO.

The Number of Calculations

Optimal Fitness

1

4.316  10-6

2

1.424  10-6

3

3.101  10-6

4

1.306  10-6

5

8.700  10-7

decision-making maximize their own interests’ mathematical
theory, called fuzzy Game theory.
The fuzzy game theory often were divided into dynamic
and static fuzzy game by game repeated number of times;
according to the players to understand information about
others into complete information and incomplete information
fuzzy game. This paper studies only complete information
non-cooperative fuzzy static game theory and equilibrium.
Established players of the game, rough set of policies,
vague benefits (paid) function constitutes a fuzzy game
model. In classical game theory, limited strategy type game
exist Nash equilibrium at least, there is at least one mixed
strategy Nash equilibrium in continuous game [8]. Here we
take the fuzzy model into a classic game model, to find its
equilibrium purposes.
3.2. Solving Fuzzy Game Model
Rough policy set of the player i is (ai, bi), it's an equivalence relation R ind (ai, bi), we can divide the collection (ai,
bi) based on R to collection of three classic: posR((ai, bi)),
negR((ai, bi)),bnR((ai, bi)).
The policy set of player i binned by continuous attribute
discretization method [9].


We are located player i in the bnR ((ai, bi)) of R with
probability p select posR((ai, bi)), with probability 1-p select
negR ((ai, bi)); Then reduction the players’ policy set [10],
the merger has not resolved the relationship objects; Then
with reduction strategies as decision-making conditions, with
benefit function as the target condition, the establishment of
the decision-making table, resulting in reduction rule combinations, that is exact policy set of the player i.

 Benefits (paid) function clarity Vague Set of fuzzy
benefit function of the player i is
{<x,
,
benefits function clarity by type (5).

, We make fuzzy
[7, 11]

(5)

If rough policy set of the player i have been precise,
fuzzy benefits function have been clarity in
and
[
, thus, benefit
function of the player i is average of the right, taking the
weighted are
and
.
(2) Solving Fuzzy Game Model
At this point the model’s policy sets are the classic sets,
benefits function are deterministic functions, to player i (i =
1,2, ..., n). We can use the classic game theory theories and
methods to solve.
3.3. Algorithm Example
3.3.1. Described Problems and Establishing and Models
We assume there are two online trading platforms in ecommerce transactions; traders can only join a trading platform to conduct e-commerce activities. Thus inter-network
trading platform exist game, factors of affecting the platform
benefits are many, such as management platform, advertising, popularity index, credibility, profit amount, sales and so
on. These factors are game’s policy sets among platforms,
the platform benefits function is Vague value on a policy set
of the player, which formed the two zero and fuzzy game
model for the two trading platforms. We use basic idea of
this paper to solve:
3.3.2. Solving the Model
(1) Policy set precise
Through the issuance of network questionnaires and statistical analysis, to evaluate management platforms, advertising, popularity index, credibility, profit amount, sales of the
importance. the platform the benefits of high, medium, general, low turn assignment is 4,3,2,1, the platform's increase
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Players choice of strategies influence platform's income.
Income Platform
2

4

3

4

1

4

1

4

3

2

4

3

3

1

3

1

4

1

3

3

0

2

4

2

3

4

1

0

4

2

1

1

1

2

1

4

2

1

1

1

2

0

assigned to 1, otherwise assigned to 0, the assignment results
are shown in Table 4.
First, the merger has Indiscernible relation objects, thus
deleting six and seven two-line in Table 4; then attributes
reduction, get reduction attribute set
, take attribute
rule

for data mining, get
“1”.

That is when the platform's popularity index "medium "
or "general" and the credibility "high", the platform will increase benefits. Therefore, precise policies set of the player
is
.
(2) Benefits function clarity
According to expert scoring and platform own statistics,
we were obtained on weighted average of benefits function,
in which, player selects
are
right.

;

According to formula (5), A_1, A_2 clarity are as follows:





,

, v=0.282.

That is, the platform 1 choice popular index "medium"
strategy with probability 0.038, with probability 0.962
choice credibility "high" strategy; platform 2 with probability 0.577 choice popularity index "medium" strategy, with
probability 0.423 choice when the credibility of the "high"
strategy, the two sides reach a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium, the equilibrium value of 0.282.
CONCLUSION
In classical game theory, limited strategy game exist
Nash equilibrium at least, there is at least one mixed strategy
Nash equilibrium in consecutive game. However, solving
mixed strategy Nash equilibrium, most of the existing literature only research limited strategy; relatively studies are few
on the unlimited strategy. Using continuous attributes discrete method, this paper divide an unlimited set into number
of limit intervals, on each intervals, base on improved particle swarm optimization, give pure strategy Nash equilibrium
solution; and then draw unlimited strategy Nash equilibrium
of an approximate solution based on the limit theory. The
PSO does not ask too much to objective function, convergence is faster, etc., the approximation algorithm has strong
adaptability.
Classical game theory does not solve the problem of
fuzzy game, but on the current, game theory’s application
fields, such as politics, economy and culture, there usually
appears strategy sets or benefit function fuzzy. Thus, this
paper first proposed the concept of fuzzy game theory, gave
a way change fuzzy into a classic game theory, which can
aid the classic game theory mixed strategy Nash equilibrium
balanced approach to solve the fuzzy game theory.
In this paper, the equilibrium solution algorithm and fuzzy
game theory research are the development of existing game
theories, broadening application scope of this discipline.



Assuming expert scoring and platforms own statistics
weights were 0.4, 0.6, two benefits matrix linear assembly,
get
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